Pioneer Amateur Hockey Association  
MTA Events Center – 1317 S Kerry Weiland Court, Palmer, AK 99645

Description:
The following mitigation plan will be implemented at all Pioneer Amateur Hockey Association (PAHA) and Valley Thunder (VT) activities held at the MTA Events Center, 1317 S Kerry Weiland Court, Palmer, AK 99645.

Participant and Spectator Pre-Screening:
- All participants and spectators are encouraged to take their temperature prior to arriving at the rink. **STAY HOME** if your temperature is 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit or higher or if you have any symptoms.
- Participants and spectators are expected to follow the most recent State of Alaska Mandate on Travel.

Participants and Spectator Requirements:
- Face masks are **REQUIRED** for all participants and spectators.
- All participants and spectators will adhere to the rink signage regarding social distancing.
- Players may enter and exit the locker room 10 minutes prior to and post their sheet of ice. No more than 10 players allowed per locker room and masks **MUST** be worn. Players may remove masks once their helmet is on and put their mask back on after their helmet is off. Coaches will monitor, or assign a monitor, to the locker rooms.
- 6U and 8U Teams will not have locker room use. Home dressing is strongly encouraged.
- Players must exit the rink within 10 minutes of games/practice ending.
- When possible, parents should not stay in the rink for practice.
- If necessary, no more than ONE PARENT, per player, attend practices. If it is not possible to leave siblings home, they MUST remain with you at all times – they are NOT allowed to run around the rink unsupervised (per MTAEC Mitigation 2020.10.23).
- **PAHA players and spectators are expected to adhere to all policies on the City of Palmer Mitigation Plan (MTAEC Mitigation 2020.10.23)**
- **PAHA players and spectators are expected to adhere to all policies on the ASHA Notice and Update. (ASHA Mitigation 2020.10.19, ASHA Update 2020.12.05)**

On Ice:
- On-ice attendance will be monitored by each team for all team activities.
- Individuals must use their own water bottles. Team water bottles are prohibited.
- Players may remove their masks before getting on the ice.
- All Coaches **MUST** wear a mask while on the bench during games.

In the Event of an Occurrence:
- If a player or coach tests positive for COVID-19 and has exposed their team, the team will be required to follow the State of Alaska requirements regarding exposure. Please contact your team manager and Sarah Joseph, the PAHA Registrar, IMMEDIATELY after a positive test to evaluate exposure.
- If a player or coach is exposed to a positive COVID-19 case please contact your team manager and Sarah Joseph, the PAHA Registrar, IMMEDIATELY to evaluate possible team exposure.

References:
- MTA Events Center COVID Policy (MTAEC Mitigation 2020.10.23)
- Current CDC Guidelines can be found at [www.cdc.gov](http://www.cdc.gov).
- Current Alaska State Guidelines can be found at [www.coronavirus.alaska.gov](http://www.coronavirus.alaska.gov)
- ASHA COVID Policy 2020.10.19, ASHA Updated 2020.12.05

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the PAHA Board of Directors at board-of-directors@palmerhockey.org

COVID-19 Mitigation Plan Revised 2021.01.31
MTA Events Center Mitigation and Protocol
Operational Plan
(Revised 10/23/2020)

It is the responsibility of our user group to understand and abide by the MTA Events Center Mitigation and Protocol Operational Plan.

This mitigation plan is a living document and will be updated and amended by city administration as the COVID-19 situation evolves. The health and safety of our staff and community members is of primary importance and may require us to modify or cease offering services.

The MTA Events Center may need to shut down to allow for a comprehensive disinfection of all common surfaces.


Capacities
• The building maximum capacity is 130 people until further notice.
• Players limited to 45 on ice.
• Players must observe all posted capacities in locker rooms or designated areas.
• Open skate is limited to 30 skaters.
• No walkers during any skating activity.

Personal Responsibility
➢ It is recommended that individuals wear a mask when in the arena excluding skaters on the ice.
➢ Socially distance 6 feet away from others.
➢ Keep your interactions and circles small.
➢ Wash your hands frequently and avoid touching your face.
➢ Observe social distancing placard requirements.

Events Center Circulation
Enter the MTA Events Center using the front lobby entrance doors and exit the southeast side door near the Palmer High School locker rooms.

Players entering the building check the monitor above the main office door for locker room assignments or talk with your coach/association member about your seating assignment.

Coaches and team/association personnel will assist in the flow of traffic upon entering the arena, locker room assignments and exit of arena.

Skaters adhere to seating limits in locker rooms and respect six feet social distancing space requirements.

Two spectators per skater allowed in MTA Events Center. (Spectators may only enter at the start of a game or practice and follow the designated entry and exit doors. No children running around unattended.) Open skate patrons and walkers must sign in at the front counter.

Sections of the building may be off limits from time to time. Please respect the signage.
General Operational Protocols:
Users are expected to be respectful and follow the safety guidelines or they may lose privileges.

Player Expectations

- Please come fully dressed. You can tie skates in designated area upon arrival.
- Skaters - please do not arrive more than 10 minutes prior to your ice time.
- Skaters - please leave the arena 10 minutes after your ice time is done.
- Showers and water fountains are off limits. Bring personal water bottles.
- Please do not spit anywhere in the area including the ice.

It is recommended all spectators wear a mask inside ice arena. Masks are not required for on ice for skaters, referees or coaches. However, masks are recommended for coaches.

Children 12 and younger need to be under the immediate supervision of a parent or guardian.

No rental skates will be available during public skate.

Parents/coaches please take the time to look at the floor decals and follow them to get to your location. After the game or practice, please exit the facility at the noted exit doors.

Approved cleaning products and paper towels will be available to USER GROUPS to clean tables and chairs before exiting their rental area of the facility.

Association and School District Volunteers must sign City of Palmer Volunteer Release Waiver.

I have read and understand the MTA Events Center Mitigation and Protocol Operational Plan:

____________________________________________________  ______________________________
Signature                            Date

____________________________________________________
Printed Name

____________________________________________________
Organization

Contact Information
• Prior to practice and games, all on ice participants will be required to wear a face covering in the locker room until they put their helmets on.
• After leaving the ice they will be required to wear a face covering after removing their helmets in the locker room.
• There will be a maximum of 10 players per locker room.
• Players are to sit 6 feet away from each other.
• Players are allowed to enter locker 10 minutes prior to their practice or game.
• Players are to leave locker rooms 10 minutes after practice and games.
• A Coach or other assigned individual will be assigned to monitor locker rooms before and after a practice or game.
UPDATED Notice of Immediate ASHA COVID POLICIES

October 19, 2020

To: Alaska Hockey Community:

Dear Alaska Hockey Family:

As you all may be aware of by this time, unfortunately, the state hockey community has recently experienced a cluster of positive tests for COVID-19. ASHA’s October 17, 2020 COVID-19 Policy is being hereby updated after consultation with Dr. Anne Zink and Dr. Ohlson who were both kind enough to provide additional insight in and important information. While it is difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain the origin of exposure, in part because some hockey families refused to participate in the critical contact tracing disclosure and sharing of information, it is clear that, moving forward, if we as the Hockey Community do not take every possible measure within our control to slow or avoid the transmission of this infectious disease, we run the real risk of continued transmission and further outbreaks within the hockey community. Additionally, if we as a Hockey Community do not do better, we run the real possibility that local or state public health officials will take matters into their own hands and greatly restrict or stop our ability for continued play. While this is always a real risk, Dr. Zink, Alaska Chief Medical Officer wants all of us to know that real risks to individual hockey teams and the hockey community at large are:

(1) the health effects of a disease that can include longer-term lung and brain problems, heart problems that may affect the ability to play sports, severe illness and even death, even in young healthy people.

(2) the health effects of a disease that can spread easily, undetected, through generations of a family, often affecting the most vulnerable the worst.

(3) the huge effect on a hockey season having the entire team quarantined for a few weeks, which could be a crushing disappointment if it comes around the time of a big tournament.
In a concerted effort to make the hockey experience safe and minimize risks for everyone, and to try to assure continued play, the ASHA Executive Committee has conferred and implemented a series of protocols that are hereby mandated, or recommended, for its affiliate members and associations. These protocols are hereby implemented and to be enforced immediately until further notice and regardless of, and in addition to, protocols that may be required by the local governing authorities and facilities where practices and games are held.

The latest science informs us that the greatest risk of exposure occurs while in close contact with others for more than 15 minutes at a time. A recent article regarding learned data from a transmission of COVID as a result of an adult hockey game in Florida, and the guidance from public health and the Center for Disease Control (CDC) has all aided in informing the adoption of these polices. Those tools within all of our control to reduce the likelihood of COVID spread and transmission are:

1. wearing masks
2. proper sanitization
3. maintaining social distancing
4. limiting the size of gatherings to prevent the opportunity for community spread

The tools within our control to allow the local associations and teams act proactively upon discovering a positive COVID exposure are:

1. each association having a COVID Mitigation Plan in place
2. maintain proper contact tracing
3. provide timely notification
4. follow the CDC quarantining and testing before returning to play

**COVID Mitigation Plan and Reporting**

All local associations must adopt a COVID Mitigation Plan and must submit that plan to Anna Culley, Chairman of the ASHA COVID Ad-Hoc Committee. The development and presentation of a COVID Mitigation Plan is not discretionary and it must be completed and presented to remain in good standing. If an association has not yet completed or presented its plan to Anna Culley, it must do so no later than October 22, 2020. Anna has previously provided the minimum guidelines as to what each Mitigation Plan must address. Some items that should be addressed in your team’s/association’s Mitigation Plans as recommended by the public health officials are:

- alerting each team member and coach to what COVID-19 symptoms are [https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html](https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html), that COVID-19 symptoms can be very mild and feel like a mild cold or allergies, but this is a different year than any other year and anyone
with one or more symptom must stay home and get tested immediately

- if someone has one or more symptoms and chooses not to get tested, they should wait until ten days have passed since their symptoms began and their symptoms are resolved before they return to play

- players and coaches should not practice, play or be around other people when they have a pending test

- players and coaches who have been named as a close contact to a positive case must quarantine for 14 days after their last close contact with that person, regardless of any negative tests during that period of time- quarantine cannot be shortened by a negative test

- alerting each team member and coach that their decisions made outside of hockey to attend gatherings (even of family and friends) with others outside their household bubble carries risk that they will become infected with COVID-19 and result in others on their team becoming ill and/or quarantined, posing a health risk as well as a significant risk to their season.

It is also mandatory that each positive case be reported to Anna Culley no later than 24 hours after discovery to a positive COVID test result. If you have any questions regarding development or presentation of your association’s Mitigation Plan, or regarding reporting and proper protocols consistent with the public health officials mandates upon discovery of a positive exposure, please contact Anna Culley immediately. She can be reached at akregistrar@live.com or (907) 322-7633.

**Locker Rooms**

Regarding locker rooms, until further notice, unless your association has obtained an exception by provided a locker room use policy which has approved by Anna Culley locker rooms are closed. Except for those associations with an approved Locker Room Use Plan, continued locker room use shall be prohibited at all rinks for both practices and games until further notice. Players are to come to the rink pre-dressed. Goalies can get dressed at the rink but should socially distance while wearing a mask.

**Player and Coach Masks and Social Distancing**

All players and coaches must wear masks and should maintain proper social distance. All players and coaches must wear masks when entering the facility and while putting on skates. All participants must wear masks until it is time to take the ice and put the
masks back on immediately upon getting off the ice and removal of helmets. Masks can be removed before putting on helmets to go on the ice. Masks must be put on immediately after the removal of helmets after the ice session and must continue to be worn leaving the facility. To the extent possible, areas where players can stretch and put on skates will be made available and designated that provides proper social distancing.

Players and coaches are not permitted to arrive any earlier than 15 minutes before the ice session. At games, players and coaches can arrive no more than 25 minutes before games to allow players to stretch for a few minutes. Once the session is over players must leave the facility immediately after taking off their skates and in no event more than 10 minutes after the session.

**Water Bottles**

Every player must have an individual water bottle that is clearly labeled and is not to be shared with others.

**Contact Tracing/Limited Gatherings/Health Questionnaire/Temperature Checks**

A member of the Team Staff must keep attendance logs to know who was at practice and maintain the logs in the event contact tracing becomes necessary. Any hockey spectators, including family, are discouraged from attending practice. At all games, the home team is responsible for designating a team representative to make sure that all spectators sign-in to the facility and answer the qualifying questions. These logs should be maintained by the facility or home team Association for contact tracing.

It is strongly recommended, but not required, that every spectator entering the facility at games and all players and coaches at practice submit to a temperature scan. Those with temperatures exceeding 100.4 degrees should be asked to leave or not participate.

**Spectator Limitations/Masks**

Spectators, when allowed, must wear masks and socially distance from others in attendance except immediate family members. Immediate family members mean: those family members who have been members of your hockey family’s “bubble” during this pandemic. ASHA encourages that families limit spectators to one family member per player. Spectators are to enter the facilities immediately before an event and exit immediately following an event. Local association are free to place additional limitations on the size of any hockey gathering consistent with these recommendations.
ASHA has received reports of our parent/spectator groups not complying with the mandates of wearing masks, proper social distancing and limiting the size of gatherings. While we cannot ascertain if this activity has contributed to the recent reports of a cluster of Hockey COVID cases, we as a community cannot continue to publicly disregard the most basic health advice we are receiving from the public health officials and expect the rinks to remain open for our kids to be able to play. Sacrifices must be made to provide our youth and adult players the continued opportunity to enjoy playing the game of hockey during this COVID pandemic. The ASHA Executive Committee urges all of us in the Alaska Hockey Community to come together, to do better, and to do everything within our power to adhere to the most basic guidelines so that our kids and adults may have the continued privilege to pay this game we all love and enjoy.

ASHA appreciates that some of these mandates and recommendations may seem “harsh” or unnecessary. Obviously, the goal is to reduce exposure and transmission to the virus to the greatest extent possible for the safety and health all of our players, coaches and spectators. Still, our success in reducing exposure and transmission will only occur if each of us is vigilant about compliance with the protocols. Member organizations and teams face the potential for sanctions if the mandates are not enforced. ASHA also recognizes that one-size does not fit all circumstances and that there may be a need for certain exceptions to these mandates. In that event, please contact Anna Culley, to seek out and have exceptions approved before unilaterally exercising exceptions.

Of course, if there is someone who is symptomatic and/or tests positive for the virus, please follow your organization’s mitigation plan and any other state or local protocols. All positive tests must be reported to Anna Culley immediately, and if you have any COVID related questions or concerns, please contact Anna Culley as she is running point on all things COVID for ASHA. Anna is in contact with public official officials, and she is extremely knowledgeable as to our mandates, and public official and CDC guidelines.

Yours in Hockey,

ASHA Executive Committee.
According to new information and guidelines released by the CDC ASHA’s policy will changes effective immediately in concern to players/coaches/parents who are deemed to be close contacts of a positive case of Covid-19. The updated policy will read as follows:

- If a participant has been in close contact with someone (participant, family or community member) diagnosed with COVID-19, and he/she choosing to get a Covid-19 test, he/she may be able to end the quarantine period after 7 days of quarantine, on the 8th day. He/she should take a COVID-19 test within 48 hours prior when they hope to end the quarantine (on day 6 or 7). They must continue to quarantine until the test comes back negative, which may be longer than 7 days. Even if the test is negative and he/she ends quarantine, they must continue to wear a mask when around others and monitor for symptoms for the full 14 days. If they develop any symptoms or their test result is positive, they must self-isolate. If he/she chooses not to take a Covid-19 they should quarantine for a full 10 days after date of exposure. They may end the quarantine on day 11 if he/she do not develop symptoms. They must continue to wear a mask when around others and monitor for symptoms for the full 14 days. Self-isolate if you develop symptoms and get tested.

- Change in policy that states Associations should continue to record and maintain their records of all Covid related cases but they no longer need to send that information to Anna Culley within 24 hours. They are asked to send the information monthly for informational purposes only. If Associations have questions on the policies or procedures for isolating or quarantining they can contact Anna.